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FUNCTIONS OF THE FIRST BAIRE CLASS
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(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Dedicated to the memory ofZdenëk Froli'k

Abstract. We characterize functions of the first Baire class with values in

Banach spaces and give a short self-contained proof of a result more general

than the following: If 7" is a complete metric space, A" is a Banach space,

and <í> : T —► p{X) (the power set of X ) is a mapping that is use in the weak

topology then <t> has a selector of the first Baire class. This extends some results

of Hansell, Jayne, Rogers, and Talagrand.

Introduction

These results concern multivalued functions from or into metric spaces, usu-

ally considered as subspaces of Banach spaces. We have not been able to sum-

mon much enthusiasm for noncomplete metric spaces, although some of our

results seem to be valid for hereditarily Baire metrizable spaces, that is, metric

spaces such that every closed subspace is a Baire space (satisfies the Baire cate-

gory theorem). We cannot find our results, already more than a decade old, in

the literature, but given the enormity of this literature (see [JR, HJT, H] for a

beginning) it is quite possible that some of the results given here can be found

elsewhere. Nonetheless, this paper is nearly self-contained and our proofs are

so short and sweet, not to mention classical, that we present them to what, we

are certain, will be an indulgent public. All of the techniques herein, if not all of

the consequences of these techniques, with the exception of the elegant result of

Frolik [F], of which we use such a special case that it is probably also classical,

were known to us, Bourgain and others in 1976. In particular, we recall that

the paper in [L] was pointed out to us by J. Hagler sometime before 1976. A

function of the first Baire class, briefly said to be Baire one, is the pointwise

limit of a sequence of continuous functions.
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Results

In a metric space T we denote by g (A, B) the distance between the subsets

A and B of T, or, simply the distance if A and B are one point sets. A

Hausdorff space is analytic if it is the continuous image of a complete separable

metric space. A completely regular space is Cech complete if it is a G s subset

of its Stone-Cech compactification.

Theorem (Souslin, Kuratowski [K]). Let M be analytic, metrizable and un-

countable. Then M contains a subspace homeomorphic to the Cantor space.

The theorem above (the only case that we require) is a special case of the

result below, which also gives another way of looking at some model theoretic

results of Mansfield (see [M, p. 79]). The weight of a topological space T,

denoted by wt T, is the smallest cardinal k such that there exists a basis for

the topology of cardinality k . We denote by card T the cardinality of T. We

denote by res T the resolution index of T which is the the smallest cardinal

X such that there exists a Cech complete space S so that wt S = X and there

exists a continuous surjection / : S —> T. Obviously, res T < card T because

if we denote by S the set T with the discrete topology then S is a complete

metric space and, therefore, is Cech complete. A topological space T is perfect

if every nonempty open subset has more than one point; if T is Hausdorff this

means that every nonempty open subset of T is infinite.

Theorem 1. Let T be a Hausdorff space such that res T < card T then T

contains a compact perfect subset. Suppose that f: S -» T is a continuous

surjection from the Cech complete space S and X = wt S < card T. If either S

or T is metrizable then T contains the Cantor space.

Proof. Let B be a basis for the topology of S such that card B < X. As in the

Cantor-Bendixson Theorem, define

V = {B e B : card f(B) < X}.

The union V of all the sets in V has the property that /( V) has cardinality

no greater than X and any nonempty relatively open subset W of S\V has

the property that card f(W) > X. Since S \ V is closed and closed subsets

of Cech complete spaces are Cech complete, we may assume that V = 0. Let

ßS\S = \J „Sn where {Sn} is an increasing sequence of compact subsets of

ßS. By induction, we construct, for each pair of integers / and j such that

0 < j <!', nonempty open sets V( • Ç S and £/  , Ç T such that

{U¡ j : 0 < j < 1'} is pairwise disjoint for each i,

^1+1,2/ UA+1,2/+1 = *i,i'
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and

V~fSC)Si = 0    for all i.

Let T = UQ 0 and S = VQ 0 and suppose that we have made this construc-

tion up to order i. Fix i and j. Since f(Vi ) is infinite, choose 5 and s' in

V¡ j such that f(s) # f(s'). Choose Ui+X 2j and U¡+1 2j+x disjoint open sets

such that fis) e Ul+X2j, f(s') e Ui+X2j'+X, and t/i+1'2iljl/i+1,2;+1 Ç UtJ.

Since / is continuous, choose open sets V¡+x -. and Vj+X 2j+x containing, re-

spectively, 5 and s' so that Vi+x2j\JVi+x2j+x QVtJ, f(Vi+x 2j) ç Ui+x2J,

W+i,2J+t)ÇUM>2j+1 and

Observe that

*o=   H   Í U  ^/s)cfiS\( u  s)=S.
0<;<oo  Vo<;<2' / \0<;<oo      /

Thus, K0 is compact as well as each K¡ ¡ = K^Ç] Vi ¡. Choose a maximal

decreasing filter F so that

F C {E C K0 : E is closed and Ef\Kij^0 for all i and j}.

It follows that F has a minimal element K = C\eçf E ■ If W is open and

Wf]K^0 then K \ W £ F which means that there exists K¡ such

that (K \ W) H K¡ j■ = 0, which means that W f| K f) Kt. .: D K f] K¡ } and
W p K fl Kk ! ¿ 0 for all Kk ¡ ç Kt ¿. Thus, K is perfect and f(K) is
perfect because f(Wf)K)f] UkJ ¿ 0 for all UklQULj. If S is metrizable

and if we assume in addition that the diameter of Vi is less than l~n then

K0 is homeomorphic to the Cantor space and / restricted to K0 is a homeo-

morphism. If T is metrizable and if we assume in addition that the diameter

of U¡ j is less than 1~" then f(KQ) is homeomorphic to the Cantor space.

The following result is a special case of a result due to Frolík [F] (see also

[SI]).

Theorem 2. Suppose that T is a complete separable metric space, M is metric

and f : T —> M is a function such that g ° f has an analytic graph for every

continuous g:M^>$t. Then f(T) is separable.

Proof (in [F]). Suppose that f(T) is not separable. Choose D ç f(T), un-

countable, so that the distance between any two points of D is more than

ô > 0. Assume that the cardinality of D is no greater than that of [0, 1].

Let g0 : D —> [0, 1] be any one to one function. Since D is discrete it is

closed, g0 is continuous, and by the Tietze-Urysohn Theorem, we may extend

g0 to a continuous g : M —* [0, 1]. By assumption, go/ has an analytic

graph.   Also, for any E ç D, the distance function g(-, E)  is continuous.
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Thus, f~l(E) = {t : g(f(t), E) = 0} is analytic. Since g is one to one on D

it follows that every subset of g(D) is analytic. From Souslin's Theorem g(D)

contains a copy of the Cantor set, but the Cantor set has non analytic subsets,

which is a contradiction.

We repeat (see [L]) a few elementary observations concerning functions of

the first Baire class with values in a Banach space Z . If g : T —> Z is Baire

one and h : T —► 3Î is Baire one then the product h g is Baire one. If U is an

open subset of T then %v : T —► 3f is not only in the first Baire class but if we

define hn: T -»3? by

hn(t) = (lA(OV(g(t,T\U)-±)))lln

then Xjj : T —► ÍR is the pointwise limit of the continuous functions {hn} , each

of which vanishes on a neighborhood of T\U, and 0 < hn < xv i°r all n eJA.

If {hn} is any sequence of Baire one functions such that J2n WnJ\ < +oc wriere

\\hn\\ = supigr ||A„(i)ll then ]T„ hn is Baire one. Suppose that f :T -* Z is a

function such that for every e > 0 there exists a Baire one function g : T —» Z

such that ||/(i) - g(t)\\ < e for all t e T ; then / is in the first Baire class. To

see this choose fn Baire one so that \\fn - f\\ < 1~"~ and choose continuous

functions {fn • : n, i e A} so that

A i ~* f\ pointwise and for n>l,

fn,i~* fn+\ - fn Pointwise and ||/„;.|! < Tn .

The desired continuous functions are g¡ = J2„ /„ ,.
° i       *—<n J n, i

For real valued functions, proofs were given, independently, by Bourgain [B],

the author [S2] and others before 1976. Indeed, the ideas in [L] only require

modernization to work in this case; the set Ue considered below appears in [L].

Only a change in notation is required so that everything works in the multivalued

case. Certainly, this proof is classical in the case that T is separable; replacing

Lindelöf arguments in [L] by paracompactness arguments is an obvious device.

Theorem 3. Suppose that T is a complete metric space, Z is a Banach space

and O : T —► p(Z) is a multivalued map with the following property:

for each e > 0, each nonempty and closed subset C of T and

each closed ball B of Z with perhaps infinite radius such that

<P(f) CiB ̂  0 for all t e C, there exist open subsets U ç T and

VCZ such that UnC ¿0, V n B # 0, the diameter of V
is less than e , and O(t) nV ¿0 for all t eU n C.

Then there exists a Baire one function f : T —► Z such that g(f(t), 0(f)) = 0

for all teT.

Proof. For a fixed positive e define the following:

Ue = {U ç Z : U is open and there exists a Baire one

/„ : T — Z so that g(fv(t), <t>(t)) < e for all t e U}.
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We shall show that U0= (J {U e UJ is in Uf and that U0 = T. Since the

metric space U0 is paracompact there exists a locally finite collection { V : y e

O Q Uf such that |J {V : y e T} = U0 . Assume that T is well ordered with

minimal element 1. Define VQ = 0 and for each y e T choose a sequence of

continuous functions r     : T —> K such that each r  n is supported on V and

ry,n~* Xvy\(uß<yvß)

pointwise. Choose continuous functions J     : T —> Z so that

Jy,n ~~* JV/

Choose continuous functions sn : T -» 3? so that sn -* Xu and s„(t) = 0 if

g(t,T\U0)<±. Define

Sn{t)=sn(t)Y,ry<n(t)f/n(t).
y

Since { V : y e T} is locally finite on U0 , each gn is well defined and contin-

uous on all of T. It is routine to check that

f(t) = lim gn(t) = xUo(t) E^u^W/k«
y

is Baire one and g(f(t), <P(r)) < e if t e U0 . If r\c7Q / 0 choose z0 e Z and

[/ open such that <P(t)nB(zQ, e) / 0 for all í e C/n(r\ C/0). Clearly, UL)U0

is in Ue because / + xV\u zo *s Baire one- Thus, T is in Ue. If <P is single

valued then we are finished. Suppose that O satisfies the hypothesis above, r >

0, and / : T -» Z is a Baire one function such that (<P(i) - f(t)) n 5(0, r) / 0

for all t e T. Then for any ¿ > 0 there exists a Baire one function h : T —► Z

such that ||/z|| < r + ¿ and

(<D(A/WA(r))n5(O,<5)/0

for all / 6 T. The proof of this is the same as above. Observe that for a

fixed z„eZ the translated relation O - z0 also satisfies the hypothesis of the

theorem. Suppose that we have an open U ç T and g : T —> B(0, r + ô) that

is Baire one and

(<D(0-/«-<?(')) n5(0, ¿)#0

for all t e U. Suppose that C = T\U ¿ 0. Since /|C has a point of

continuity there exist z0eZ and Ux such that {/, n C ^ 0 and f(C C\UX) ç

B(z0, S/I). Let D = CnUx . Observe that for all teD we have that

mt)-Z())nB(O,r+\)ï0.

There exist U2 and w e Z such that B(w, S¡4) n 5(0, r + «5/2) ̂  0,

t/2 n O j¿ 0 and (0(0 - z0) n B(w , «5/4) #0 for all teU2DD. Observe that

W = U2 n C/, n C / 0. Let
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Continuing, we may construct a sequence of Baire one functions {fn} such that

ff(/(0 + E,<„ /,(0. O(0) < 1/2" for all n and ||/J < 3/2" for all « > 2 .

Recall that a metric space T isometrically embeds in a Banach space. Fix

t0eT and define / : T -* Cb(T) by f(t) = g(-, t) - g(-,t0), where Cb(T)
is the Banach algebra of bounded continuous functions on T. With this rec-

ollection the reader should make the obvious interpretations of the following

theorem if one only assumes that Z is a metric space. If Z is the space of real

numbers and T is separable the following is in HausdorfPs book [Ha] (com-

pare [L]). Notice that neither the theorem above nor the one below requires the

Dugundji extension theorem. In fact, we have shown that if S is a closed sub-

space of the complete metric space T and / : S —> Z is a Baire one function

into the Banach space Z then g : T —► Z, defined to be / on S and the

origin on T \ S, is Baire one. The results of [B] also yield the equivalence of

(i)-(iii) below. Since a Fréchet linear space embeds linearly as a closed subspace

of a countable product of Banach spaces the following also holds when Z is

a Fréchet linear space. The proof actually obtains continuous functions whose

images are in the norm space generated by the image of O.

Theorem 4. Let f : T —> Z be a function from the complete metric space T to

the Banach space Z . The following are equivalent:

(i) f is in the first Baire class;

(ii) f\C has a point of continuity for each closed subset C of T ;

(iii) f\C has a point of continuity for each compact subset C of T ;

(iv) ho f is in the first Baire class for each continuous function h : Z —► SR ;

(v) f~ (C) is G g for each closed subset C of Z .

Proof. Condition (i) implies all of the others; these are, of course, results of

Baire rephrased (see [L]). Suppose that we have (iii). Suppose that C is a

closed subset of T such that f\C has no point of continuity. For notational

convenience, assume that T = C. There exists e > 0 such that

{te T: lim sup \\f(t) -/(j)||>e}
s-*t

contains a nonempty open set U. Choose an open V ç U and «5 > 0 so

that g(V, T\ U) > «5. Choose tx e V and let Fx = {tx}. Given Fn we

define Fn+X as follows: for each t e Fn choose st € T, g (t, st) < l~"ô, and

||/(0 - f(st)\\ > § . Define F„+1 =Fnu{st:te FJ and

E=ÜE~n-
n

It is routine to check that F is compact and f\F has no point of continuity.

Using Theorem 3, we have that (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent. If / is in

the first Baire class, {fn} is a sequence of continuous functions that converge
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pointwise to / and C is a closed subset of Z then

OO       OO      OO      /■ ,     \

is G^ . It only remains to show that each of (iv) and (v) implies (iii). Let K

be any compact subset of T. Observe that if we have (v) and h : Z -» 0Î

is continuous then (h ° f)\K is in the first Baire class (this is very easy, and

is explicitly stated in [H]) and using the equivalence of (i)-(iii) we have that

h of is Baire one. Thus, (v) implies (iv). Also, if we have (iv) then Theorem 2

says that f(K) is a separable subset of Z . Choose a dense sequence {zj in

f(K). Choose a point t e K such that each function g¡. : K —► 3? defined by

i?,(0 = 11/(0 ~zi\\ is continuous at t. It is easy to check that f\K is continuous

at t.

Suppose that T is a regular space that contains a dense strongly countably

complete space (see [F2]), or, equivalently (this is not completely trivial [SI]),

a regular space that contains a dense subspace that has a strategy in the sense

of [Ch]. Such spaces are characterized by the following properties: there exist

S ç T that is dense and a sequence of open families {Vn} such that each Vn

covers S and, if {sn} ç S is a sequence such that for all « € A there exists

Vn e Vn such that {sm : n < m} ç Vn, then {sn} has a cluster point. Notice

that this property is inherited by open subsets. Such spaces are Baire spaces

and for want of a better name we shall call them complete Baire spaces. The

following, in the single valued case, gives a very easy proof to the main result

of [N] and, in the multivalued case, shows that compactness conditions in [Ch]

are not necessary. This proof does not seem to work in the more general setting

of [S4].

Theorem 5. Let T be a complete Baire space, Z a Banach space and O : T —>

p(Z) taking nonempty values such that

{te T : <S>(t) n D ¿ 0}

is a closed subset of T for each norm closed, bounded and convex subset D

of Z. Then there exists a ( single valued ) function h : T —» Z such that

g(h(t), 0(0) = 0 for all t e T and h is norm continuous at each point of a

dense G s subset of T.

Proof. We shall show that for any e > 0 there exist nonempty open sets U CT

and V ç Z so that the diameter of V is less than e and 0(i) n V ¿ 0 for

all t e U. Since T is a Baire space we may assume that 0(0 n 5(0, r) jí 0

for all t e T and for some r > 0. Indeed, we may assume that 0(0 Q 5(0, r)

for all t e T. Suppose that we have e > 0 such that

{te AO(OH5(z,e)#0}

is nowhere dense (first category is enough) for all z e Z. Fix tx e T and

z, €0(f,). Choose any open set Ux containing tx . The Baire category theorem
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and a simple compactness argument shows that there exists a small open set U2

so that U2 ç Ux and

g(4>(TT2),[{zx}]r)B(0,r))>e/l,

where [{z,}] denotes the smallest norm closed linear subspace containing {z,}.

Choose any t2 e U2 and in general, we choose a sequence of open sets {Un},

a sequence of points {tn} in T, and a sequence of vectors {zn} in Z so that

tnelTnçun_x,

z„6 0(g,

and

^(O(77;),[{z1,...,z„_1}]n5(0,r))>e/2.

If £/„ ç Vn for some Fn e \n then {tn} has a cluster point í and since

[{z„}]n5(0, r) is closed and convex it follows that O(0n[{zn}]n5(0, r) ± 0

which is a contradiction. The remainder of the proof only requires slight mod-

ification of the techniques already given here (see also Chapter 6 of [SI]).

Let {Wn} be a sequence of families of open sets maximal with respect to

being pairwise disjoint, Wfl is subordinate to \n, Wn+1 is subordinate to Wn ,

and if W ç W', We Wn+1 , and W c\Vn, then there exist closed balls F

and F' in Z so that F f] F' ^ 0, the diameter of F is no more than 2~"_1,

the diameter of F' is no more than 1~", 0(0 C\F' ^ 0 if t e W', and

<p(0 fl F =¿ 0 if t e W. Define hx : T -» Z so that A, is constant on each

IfeW,, g(hx(t),Q>(t)) < {2 for t in some IfeW, and hx(t) e 0(0 if

í ^ LJW2. Given An_, define hn : T —► Z so that /zn is constant on each

W € W„, ß(A„(0, O(O) < 2~" for t in some H^ e Wn+1, A„(0 = hn_x(t) if

< e(UW„)\(U%,) and g(hn(t),hn_x(t)) < Tn+1 if í e IJ WB+1. Clearly,
limhn(t) = h(t) exists for all t e T and h is norm continuous at each point of

niJW„ and g(h(t), 0(0) = 0 for all teT. Each  IJ w„ is dense in T.

Theorem 6. Let T be a complete metric space, Z a Banach space and O : T —»

p(Z) taking nonempty values such that

{te 7AO(Onö^0}

is a closed subset of T for any norm closed, bounded, and convex subset D of Z .

Then there exists a Baire one function f : T —► Z such that g(f(t), 0(0) = 0

for all te T.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 5 says that O satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem

3.

Obviously, the hypothesis of Theorem 5 is satisfied if O is single valued and

weakly continuous. If Z is the Banach space C(K) of continuous functions

on the compact space K then we need only assume that

{te AO(OnZ)^0}
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is a closed subset of T for each simply closed, norm bounded, and convex

subset D of Z . We need only replace each [{z,, ... , zn}] in Theorem 5 by

the finite dimensional subspace of C(K) spanned by all polynomials of degree

less than n + 1 with variables {z,, ... , zn}. This generalizes the results of

[HJT].

Corollary 7. Let F be a family of functions, each of which satisfies (v) of Theorem

4, from the complete metric space T to the metric space Z . If F is countably

compact in the simple topology then any cluster point of F is Baire one. If F is

countably compact and T is separable then F is compact in the simple topology.

Indeed, F is angelic (see [BFT] and [SI]).

Proof. We may assume that Z is a Banach space and it follows that F is a

subset of the first Baire class. Suppose that / is a cluster point of F. If F

is countably compact, h : Z —> 3? is continuous and K ç T is compact then

{(h o g)\K : g e F} is a countably compact set of functions on K. From [BFT]

and the results above it follows that / is Baire one. Suppose in addition, that

T is separable; we must show that if F is countably compact then it is compact.

Let / : T -» Z be a cluster point of F and let h : Z —> 3? be a continuous

function. From Theorem 4 it follows that / is Baire one and has separable

range. Suppose that S is a separable and closed subspace of Z that contains

/( T). Define for each g e F

g: TxS ^di

by g(t, s) = \\g(t) - s\\ and / in an analogous manner. Clearly, {g : g e F}

is a countably compact set of real valued Baire one functions on the complete

separable metric space T x S. Apply the results of [BFT] again and we have

that / is the pointwise limit of a sequence in {g : g e F} . It follows easily

that / is the pointwise limit of a sequence in F. Secondly, we must show that

if F is compact in the simple topology and G ç F then any cluster point of G

is the limit of a sequence in G and this is done in an analogous manner.

The following result is in [HJT] and in [JR]. It follows immediately from

properties of dentability and the results above.

Theorem 8. Suppose that T is a complete metric space, X is a Banach space

and Y ç X* is norming and such that every norm bounded subset of X is Y

deniable. Then, for every O: T —► p(X) that is a(X, Y) upper-semicontinuous

with each 0(0 a nonempty o(X, Y) compact set, there exists a Baire one

function f : T -* X in the norm topology such that g(f(t), O(O) = 0 for all

te T.

Corollary 9. Suppose that Z is a Banach space. Then Z* has the Radon-

Nikodym property if and only if there exists a function f: Z —> Z* that is Baire

one with respect to the norm topologies and < z, f(z) >= \\z\\ for all z e Z .

Proof. If Z* has the Radon-Nikodym property then the the function O : Z —»

p(Z*)  defined by O(z) = {z* : ||z*|| < 1 and   < z, z* >= \\z\\}  satisfies
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Theorem 3, which is a consequence of the weak* small slices property of Z*

[S3]. The other direction is much more difficult than any of the results presented

here, in that it depends on a fundamental result of James. Complete details can

be found in [SI].

Suppose that Z is a separable Banach space and O(z) is defined as in Corol-

lary 9. If Z* is norm separable then it has the Radon-Nikodym property. If

Z* is not norm separable then there exists an / as above except that / is only

Baire one in the weak* topology and cannot be measurable when Z and Z*

have their respective norm topologies, or, even if Z* has its weak topology.

See [SI] and its bibliography.

Added in proof. Using the notation of Theorem 5, observe that

{t e T: Q(Q(t),D) = 0} = f| it e T: 0(0 n (d + b(o, \ H + 0 J .

The proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 show that the hypotheses of Theorems 5 and

6 may be relaxed by only assuming that

{teT:g(<S>(t),D) = 0}

is closed for any norm closed, bounded and convex subset D of X. This is the

hypothesis of Theorem 3. Consider the following quite elementary example. Let

Ax denote the Banach space of absolutely summing sequences with the canonical

basis {en}. Define

co = {('«)€<:'„ > 0 for all n and £'„ = l| ,

Both sets are norm closed, bounded, convex and they are disjoint. Define T =

{l,...,i,...,0} and define 0(I) = {^J and 0(0) = C0 ;

{í:O(OnCl9¿0}

is not closed. It is easy to see that for any set D

{teT:g(^>(t),D) = 0}

is either finite or, if it is infinite, then g (0(0), D) = 0. The interested reader

may want to interpret Theorem 5 for hyperspaces in the Vietoris topology and

Theorem 6 for hyperspaces in the Hausdorff metric.
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